SHOWCASING

Solar
by Juliet Grable

For nearly two decades, solar home tours have been educating and
inspiring people to build green and adopt renewable energy.
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Mike Davis of SOS Plumbing explains the Clarks’ Velux solar
water heating system.
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n a chilly Saturday in October, 2012, 20 people crowded
into Jason and Jennifer Clark’s garage in Talent,
Oregon. A rapt audience listened as Mike Davis of SOS
Plumbing explained the solar hot water system behind him.
Inside, another small group filled the living room, while Charlie
Hamilton of Suncrest Homes talked about the home design
process and the Earth Advantage program.
The Clarks’ Earth Advantage-certified “Platinum” home
was the first stop on last year’s Rogue Valley Green + Solar
Tour (RVGS), organized by independent home energy rater
Fred Gant and a small committee. This tour was just one of
578 registered with the American Solar Energy Society (ASES)
National Solar Tour (NST). In 2012, more than 90,000 people
toured a combined total of 9,000 sites—from single-family
homes and rural farmhouses to libraries, schools, and even
whole communities—across the country.
Tour-goers run the gamut: Builders, architects, and
designers exchange business cards and schmooze while
learning about local projects on the cutting edge of
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solar tours
One of the
earliest solar
tours was
organized by
Real Goods in
the mid-1990s.

Origins

Beyond Solar

The NST can trace some of its roots to an event that was part
marketing, part political activism—National Off-the-Grid Day
(NOtGD). Sponsored by solar retailer Real Goods, NOtGD was
launched by a Declaration of Energy Independence to promote
consciousness of the nation’s dependence on fossil fuels.
In a 1993 interview with E Magazine, Real Goods founder
John Schaeffer said that “the idea was to glorify our customers
who were living off the grid...Our idea was to get a house in
every region so people could travel a few hours at most, and
walk into one of these homes.”
The first National Tour of Independent Homes (NTIH)
featured fewer than 50 sites, but 500 people visited a single
home in Dripping Springs, Texas. In 1994, the NTIH attracted
some 5,000 people; in 1995, attendance had doubled to 10,000.
“By the end of 1995,” says Schaeffer, “we realized it was
costing a lot of money to promote and put on the tour, so we
started looking for the right nonprofit organization to take it
over.” An announcement in the Real Goods catalog invited
nonprofits to submit proposals for coordinating future tours.

Today, the tour’s scope has broadened to include many
aspects of greener, more sustainable building; however, solar
remains the foundation. A project must include active or
passive solar features to be eligible, says Mike DiGrazia, NST
coordinator from 2005 to 2008. “But we emphasize that first
you want to increase energy efficiency—plug up the leaks,
etc.—then put on your solar.”
The local RVGS tour included presentations on solar water
heaters and PV systems, including an explanation of microinverter
technology and a demonstration of online monitoring. At the
Clarks’ house, which features a “laundry-to-landscape” greywater
system, visitors learned about Oregon’s new greywater code. At
the second stop on the tour, an Earth Advantage Gold-rated spec
house built by River Lane Homes, a building company based in
southern Oregon, project manager Dustin Knapp talked about
indoor air quality and ducts; Gant and Earth Advantage technical
specialist John Spillman demonstrated a blower door test and
discussed the energy performance score concept (see “What is
EPS?” sidebar, following page).

Courtesy John Sch

aeffer

sustainability. Renewable energy enthusiasts check out the
latest photovoltaic and solar thermal technologies. Folks
who want to go solar or build a home join a tour seeking
information, connections, and inspiring models.
Nonprofit ASES, one of the largest grassroots organizations
promoting solar and other sustainable energy technologies,
has been coordinating the NST since 1996. Most tours happen
in October, in conjunction with National Energy Awareness
month, and although many fall under the umbrella of one of the
55 ASES chapters, anyone can register a tour, says Ariel Braude,
ASES community manager and NST coordinator. Often, tours
are collaborations; for example, the Texas Solar Energy Society
teams up with the Pedernales Electric Cooperative to put on
the Hill Country Solar Tour. Regional and local tours typically
seek sponsorship, often from companies in the renewable
energy or sustainable building business.

Courtesy Denise Ross

A TOUR NEAR YOU
Though many of the tours fall under the
umbrella of one of the 55 ASES chapters,
anyone can register a tour, including solar
installation companies, utility companies,
municipalities, nonprofits, and individuals.
Some tours span several states and include
dozens of projects; others consist of a single
house with a PV array. Some tours are selfguided and free; others, like the RVGS tour,
include transportation and a fixed schedule.
To locate a tour near you or find information
about organizing a tour in your town, visit
ases.org.

Earth Advantage technical specialist John Spillman
and independent home energy rater Fred Gant
demonstrate a blower door test at the second stop
on the RVG+S Tour.
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WHAT IS EPS?

Courtesy Nexus EnergyHomes

The Earth Advantage Institute and Energy Trust of Oregon teamed
up to develop the Energy Performance Score (EPS), which rates a
home’s efficiency and measures it against similar-sized dwellings
in the region. A third-party verifier develops a unique scorecard for
each home, which includes estimates of monthly energy costs,
annual energy consumption (measured in millions of Btu) and
carbon emissions (measured in tons of carbon dioxide). The lower
the score, the more efficient the home. Though voluntary, EPS is
available throughout Oregon; pilot programs incorporating EPS
have been launched in several other states.
A blower door test is part of the EPS scoring. This test, which
measures a building’s airtightness and identifies leaks, is one of
a home energy auditor’s best tools. A flexible panel is fitted into
the frame of an exterior door; a fan mounted into the panel sucks
air out of the home, creating a pressure differential between
inside and outside, which is measured. Seeking lower pressure,
outside air flows in through unsealed cracks and openings. The
auditor can also measure the rate of air exchange and determine
whether a home needs mechanical ventilation to improve indoor
air quality or, conversely, leak mitigation to reduce heat loss or
unwanted heat gain.

Many, but not all, tour homes feature photovoltaic systems,
like this duplex in the North Pointe community in Frederick,
Maryland (see page 70 for profile).

Three hundred miles to the north, the City of Portland
and sponsor Green Depot hosted a companion information
fair the same day as the self-guided Build it Green! (BIG)
tour. Drop-in workshops were also held at tour sites for the
first time. Workshops ranged from rainwater harvesting and
Passive House construction (see “Passive House in Portland”
profile, opposite page) to greywater reuse and accessory
dwellings, which are becoming a popular option for Portland
homeowners wanting to build small, green structures on their
properties.
“Last year, the tour included about one-third commercial
and public buildings,” says Braude. “For me, this was exciting.”
She believes the trend signifies green building’s entrance into
the mainstream market.
Encompassing 10 states, the Northeast Sustainable Energy
Association (NESEA) is the largest ASES chapter and hosts

the biggest single solar homes tour in the country: the Green
Buildings Open House (GBOH). Though the tour is largely
aimed at consumers, its intent is to stimulate the market
for green building and support building professionals who
emphasize sustainability and energy efficiency.
Mary Biddle, NESEA’s director of professional development,
says NESEA changed the program last year. The 2012 tour
included 300 sites, half as many as the year before. “We focused on
the best, most dedicated examples,” says Biddle. These included
retrofits and renovations that are net-zero or net-positive.
continued on page 74

A mock-up wall assembly, including window flashing, air
sealing, and two layers of exterior insulation, provides a model
for the construction crew to follow during a home’s deep energy
retrofit (profile on page 72).
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Courtesy Timeless Architecture

Courtesy Green Hammer

Tour homes showcase a variety of building efficiency
techniques. This Portland, Oregon, home uses a curtain wall to
pack in additional insulation (see profile, opposite page).
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PASSIVE HOUSE
Courtesy Brint Borgilt

in Portland, Oregon

sacrifice another big energy user: a clothes
dryer. Instead, they line-dry clothes outside
or in the bathroom. A 3.29 kW grid-tied PV
system leased from SunRun offsets a portion
of their annual electricity use.
Boetzel determined that the small roof area
and modest demand for hot water didn’t
justify a solar thermal system. Instead, a
waste-heat recovery pipe draining from
the upstairs shower preheats incoming
cold water, reducing water-heating energy
consumption.
The couple’s house was featured on two
tours in 2012: Solar Oregon’s Goal Net Zero
tour in June, and the City of Portland’s Build it
Green! tour in September. The home was also
the site of drop-in workshops on rainwater
collection and Passive House design.

Passive House principles put to work in
this Portland home reduce heating needs
by 90% compared to a typical home of
the same size.

“I

think of the design process as a tripod, with form, function,
and budget comprising the three legs,” says homeowner Mark
Darienzo. “For us, function and budget determined the form.”

He and his wife Robin Cash bought a “tear down”—a neglected
foreclosed house in northeast Portland—and Darienzo deconstructed
most of the house himself, carefully setting aside materials that
could be recycled or repurposed. For home-building ideas, the
couple attended solar tours in Portland and Bend, Oregon, and
after interviewing several architects, hired Portland-based building
company Green Hammer to complete the design.
“The budget was extremely tight for a custom design/build,” says
Stephen Aiguier of Green Hammer. The resulting contemporary
saltbox design slashed in half the home’s original square footage.
The 1,327-square-foot floor plan includes a handicapped-accessible
bathroom and home office downstairs.
Green Hammer’s Alex Boetzel persuaded the couple to build a house
that met Passive House standards, which means an airtight structure
that reduces heating needs by 90% compared to a conventionally
built home of the same size. Green Hammer achieved this in part
by isolating the concrete slab from the foundation with rigid foam
board insulation. Attaching a BCI “curtain wall” to the exterior of
two-by-four stud framing resulted in 14-inch-thick walls, which were
filled with dense-packed cellulose insulation. Triple-pane, fiberglass,
argon-filled Cascadia windows helped complete the very tight
envelope, and a concrete slab and double layers of interior drywall
added thermal mass inside.
Water conservation was another priority. The couple’s rainwater
harvesting system features a 3,000-gallon cistern, pump, and series
of filters, including a UV filter. They have a municipal hookup but
haven’t yet dipped into city water, though that could change once
landscaping is in place.
A Passive House’s primary energy demand—for heating, domestic
hot water, ventilation, and electric appliances
—cannot exceed a
yearly threshold of 120 kWh per square meter of living area. The
Cash-Darienzo home’s primary energy was estimated at 114 kWh
per square meter. Because the pump and UV treatment unit uses so
much of their allotted energy budget, Cash and Darienzo chose to

Cash-Darienzo Passive House
Tour

Build it Green! Tour

Owners

Robin Cash & Mark Darienzo

Designer

Communitecture & Green Hammer

Builder & contractor

Green Hammer • greenhammer.com

Project location

Portland, Oregon

Date completed

Summer 2012

Type of residence

Single-family home

Square feet

1,327 (calculated according to Passive House
specifications)

Construction
method & materials

4 in. concrete slab; 2 × 4 advanced framed walls
with continuous plywood sheathing; 9.5 in. BCI
curtain wall attached to exterior walls; 24 in. parallel
cord roof truss system with Custom-Bilt metal
roofing

Passive solar

Long east-west axis; large windows on south-facing
wall; concrete slab & two layers of interior gypsum
provide thermal mass

RE system

3.29 kW grid-tied PV system

Heating & cooling

Mitsubishi MSZ-FE09 minisplit

Water heating

Marathon 50-gal. electric water heater, EF 0.90;
RenewAbility Power Pipe waste heat recovery

Insulation

Foundation: 10.5 in. extruded polystyrene foam
(R-50), walls: dense-packed cellulose (R-50), roof:
dense-packed cellulose (R-80)

Windows

Cascadia 300 series triple-paned, argon-filled,
fiberglass frame, tilt-and-turn windows

Lighting

LEDs & CFLs

Miscellaneous

Design and tight construction reduced heating &
cooling energy by 90% over conventional home;
ventilation ducts inside thermal envelope

Air-quality features

Zehnder ComfoAir 200 heat recovery ventilator,
95% efficiency; open windows for night ventilation

Other green features

Forest Stewardship Council-certified; rainwater
collection with 3,000 gal. cistern & filter including
UV; clothesline; materials recycled from original
house; recycled-quartz countertops.

Rebates &
incentives

State tax credit of $1,500/year for PV system covers
cost ($6,000) of leasing system within four years

Certifications &
awards

Passive House; Earth Advantage; Energy
Performance Score; FSC; Northwest Energy Star

homepower.com
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A MODEL DUPLEX
in Frederick, Maryland

P

assive House building philosophy
guided this duplex’s design at a netzero energy development at North
Pointe, earning Emerald-level certification
through the National Green Building
Standard. Homes in this Frederick,
Maryland, development are built with
structural insulated panels (SIPs), and
sprayed foam insulation seals and insulates
the band boards (rim joists) and rafters to
create a very tight envelope.
“Insulation is a big one,” says Mike Murphy,
Courtesy Nexus EnergyHomes
construction division president of Nexus
EnergyHomes, the design/build firm behind the development. “We
build to achieve one air exchange per hour or less, with the ultimate
goal of 0.6.”
Nexus EnergyHomes won Builder of the Year in 2012 after a decision
to embrace sustainable building. Murphy cites as inspiration a home
designed and built by John Spears, architect with the Sustainable
Design Group, that produced more electricity than it consumed.
Studying a stack of electric bills from that project sealed his
conversion.

Nexus EnergyHomes
Model Duplex
Tour

Maryland Tour of Solar & Green Homes

Owner, designer &
builder

Nexus EnergyHomes • nexusenergyhomes.com

Project location

Community at North Pointe, Frederick, Maryland

Date completed

June, 2011

Type of residence

Duplex townhouse

Square feet

2,000 (+720 basement)

Construction
method & materials

Conditioned basement; 6 1/2 in. SIPs wall;
conventionally framed roof

RE system

4.7 kW grid-tied PV system

Heating & cooling

Geothermal

Water heating

Desuperheater; excess heat from mechanical
equipment heats water

Insulation

Foundation: 2 in. rigid foam (~R-13); Walls: 6
9/16 in. SIPs (~R-25); Roof: 9 1/2 in. Agribalance
polyurethane open-cell spray foam (R-44)

Windows

Jeld-Wen low-e, argon-filled, double-pane

Lighting

LEDs & CFLs

Each home at North Pointe comes with an iPad programmed with
NexusVision software; the homeowner can track how much energy
is produced and consumed down to the circuit-breaker level, and
detect and adjust usage patterns from any computer with Internet
access. Nexus EnergyHomes is planning another net-zero project
for Frederick County. The 14-lot development will center around a
common green space and feature solar street lamps; each home will
include rainwater harvesting.

Miscellaneous

Ducts in conditioned space; blower door & duct
blaster tests to ACH of 1.0 or lower; Energy Star
appliances

Air-quality features

HEPA whole-house air filtration; central vacuum;
low- to no-VOC adhesives, sealants, paints & stains

Other green features

NexusVision home communication system;
recycled content drywall & carpet

Rebates &
incentives

30% federal tax credit for geothermal & PV
systems; state grants of $1,000 for each system—
equals $15,000 to $18,000 per home

“The R&D never stops,” says Murphy. “Our projects are in line with
the national agenda of making homes more energy efficient. It makes
me think we can contribute to energy independence.”

Certifications &
awards

2012 National Energy Value Housing Award; Builder
of the Year; Energy Star Partner; EPA Indoor Air
Quality Partner; National Green Building Standard
Emerald-certified

“Month after month these bills were zero, -$5, -$10,” says Murphy. “I
thought, ‘Why aren’t we doing this?’”
Wanting to build a production model for the masses, the Nexus team
took a systematic approach, breaking down each component of the
typical American home and rethinking it. The Department of Energy
(DOE) and the National Association of Homebuilders (NAHB) guided
the process. Nexus broke ground on a new conceptual model home
in January 2011 and opened it to the public in June, to much acclaim.
Duplexes in the North Pointe community start at around $270,000,
slightly more than a similarly sized conventionally built new home
in the Washington, D.C., area. Clients can customize and upgrade
features in their selected floor plan.
“You can get a well-appointed home for less than $300,000,” says
Murphy. “Plus little to no electric bill.” The $15,000 in dollar-fordollar tax credits sweetens the deal. In addition to the 30% federal
tax credit available for geothermal and PV systems, the state of
Maryland offers $1,000 grants for each system.
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The North Pointe community features townhouses, duplexes,
single-family homes, and custom homes. Each home has its
own PV array and a geothermal heating and cooling system.
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Courtesy Marilyn Pedretti

in Holmen, Wisconsin

M

arilyn Pedretti’s house was inspired by the two years she
spent in El Paso, Texas, helping build straw bale homes for
an affordable housing community called Tierra Madre. While
these structures were embraced in the south, says Marilyn, “people
[here] thought I was crazy.” Not only were straw bale structures
practically unheard of in her small community of Holmen, Wisconsin,
but Pedretti planned to act as general contractor for the project while
maintaining her other jobs.
She attended the Midwest Renewable Energy Association’s annual
energy fair for ideas and built a garage to gain some skills. She
also started collecting materials, including windows and doors, and
hired architect Todd Osman to help with the design. With the help
of friends and family, and theme parties like “Get Plastered with
Marilyn,” Pedretti completed her house in a year and a half.
The home’s thick, insulated walls and passive solar design help
moderate indoor temperatures, even during Wisconsin’s chilly
winters and humid summers. Few, narrow windows on the north side
minimize heat loss, while multiple windows on the south face admit
solar gain, warming the space in winter. Adequate overhangs on the
south shade these same windows from the hot summer sun. To the
west, an eight-foot-deep porch keeps the sun out on late summer
afternoons.
For backup heating, the four-inch concrete slab contains hydronic
tubing. Pedretti sets the temperature of the concrete at 72°F to 74°F,
resulting in ambient temperatures between 58°F and 65°F. The hydronic
system relies on a propane-fueled instantaneous water heater.
A pole-mounted 1 kW PV array and battery bank provide the home
with electricity and power the pump for her well. Pedretti relies on
a portable generator “six to 10 times a year” for backup; she goes
through a single 300-gallon propane tank annually. “November and
December can be pretty challenging; sometimes we get three to four
days in a row without sun,” she says. She considered a grid-tied
system but didn’t relish the notion of spending $4,000 just to bring
electricity to the house, not to mention a basic monthly fee of nearly
$30 just for the privilege of selling electricity back to the grid.
Since its completion in 2007, Pedretti’s house has been featured on
the MREA’s Wisconsin Solar Tour four out of six years. She regularly
opens up her house to groups from schools and colleges, and other
community groups. Though her home may not have earned any
official certifications, Pedretti enjoys what she calls a “happy living
award.” Nobody calls her crazy anymore, either.

Thick straw bales in the walls of this off-grid home help
moderate interior temperatures. The home’s south-facing
windows admit the sun’s heat energy, reducing the need for
mechanical heating.

Pedretti’s Straw Bale Home
Tour

Wisconsin Solar Tour

Owner

Marilyn Pedretti

Designer

Todd Osman

Builder

Marilyn Pedretti

Project location

Holmen, Wisconsin

Date completed

2007

Type of residence

Single-family home

Square feet

1,200

Construction method
& materials

Concrete slab-on-grade; straw bale walls with 4
× 4 ft. post-and-beam frame; interior & exterior
stucco; metal roof

Passive solar

Long east-west axis; adequately sized overhangs;
deep porch to block late afternoon summer sun;
small, narrow windows on north side

Renewable Energy

1 kW pole-mount off-grid PV system with backup
generator

Heating

Radiant (hydronic) floor; supplemental wood
heater

Cooling

Windows provide natural ventilation

Water heating

Bosch on-demand propane water heater

Insulation

Foundation: 2 in. rigid foam (~R-10) under slab &
along frost wall; Walls: 18 in. straw bales; Roof:
blow-in fiberglass (R-38) plus blow-in cellulose
(R-20) added in 2009

Windows

Pella & Andersen double-pane, double-hung;
U = 0.33

Lighting

CFLs

Air quality features

Nontoxic materials throughout; natural clay
plasters

Other green features

Metal roof; rain barrels; recycled materials &
salvaged fixtures, mirrors, furniture; deck made from
recycled materials; kitchen cabinets from locally
harvested lumber; cork floor with natural stain

Cost of systems

PV modules & inverter: $9,000; batteries: $3,000;
installation: $1,500

Rebates & incentives

Federal income tax credit

Certifications & awards “Happy living award”

homepower.com
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A DEEP ENERGY RETROFIT

in Quincy, Massachusetts
Courtesy Timeless Architecture

A Carrier air-to-air heat pump takes over when the solar thermal can’t
meet demand. The heat pump works well during the swing seasons but
becomes less effective at lower temperatures. Natural gas is used only
when the outside temperature dips below the balance point—36°F and
when the solar thermal heating isn’t available.

The Halls expanded their living space but shrunk their energy
bills by investing in energy-efficient building techniques and a
6.25 kW PV system.

T

homas and Margaret Hall bought their house in Quincy,
Massachusetts, 15 years ago. As their family grew, they decided
to expand the two-and-a-half-story, 1903 home. Their three
children had been sharing a single bedroom, and they wanted a
home office and to accommodate an aging parent. The plan started
out with a very simple second-story addition.

MacLean praises the Halls for their cooperation and involvement.
Before embarking on their project, he had three or four clients
consider a DER, but reconsider during the design/development
phase. “Even with the incentive, it’s an eight- or nine-year payback,”
he says. “That’s a big commitment.” The Halls’ project represents
the first DER south of Boston, and one of about 20 statewide.

The Halls’ Expanded Efficiency
Tour

Green Buildings Open House Pro Tour; sponsored by
Northeast Sustainable Energy Association & National Grid

“Part of what an architect does is set a vision for the client,” says
Henry MacLean, principal architect for Timeless Architecture. The
Halls were open to MacLean’s ambitious proposal—that they take
part in a Deep Energy Retrofit pilot program hosted by National Grid.
At that time the utility company, which serves several eastern states,
including Massachusetts, was offering incentives of up to $42,000 for
single- and multi-family residences that met rigorous standards for a
whole-house energy retrofit.

Owners

Thomas & Margaret Hall

Designer

Timeless Architecture • otimearch.com

Builder

Grifcon Contracting

Project location

Quincy, Massachusetts

Date completed

December, 2010

Type of
residence

Single-family (includes two home offices)

Square feet

3,560 (from 2,647; retained original footprint)

The Halls decided to go one step further and participate in the
Thousand Homes Challenge (THC). These projects must demonstrate
a 70% reduction in energy use through a year’s worth of monitoring.
National Grid kicked in an additional $10,000 incentive for projects
that met the standard (see “A Thousand Paths to Energy Efficiency”
sidebar on page 74).

Construction
method &
materials

Wood frame with two layers overlapping exterior rigid
insulation & Hardie fiber-cement siding; concrete slab
over existing granite foundation & basement

RE system

6.25 kW grid-tied PV system; SunRun lease

Heating

Phoenix Evolution VersaHydro radiant (hydronic) floors
in a trifuel system: solar thermal first, then electric heat
pump. Natural gas is used as when temperature is
below 36°F and no solar thermal is available

MacLean cites cooperation among the team of builders,
subcontractors, and consultants as the key to the project’s success.
Building Science Corporation, an architecture and building science
consulting firm, acted as energy consultant throughout the process.
One of the teaching tools was a mock-up wall assembly, which
included window flashing and air-sealing details and showed the
attachment of the two overlapping layers of exterior insulation.

Cooling

Carrier air-to-air heat pump (COP 4.08 @ 47°F; 2.8 @ 17°F)

Water heating

Phoenix Evolution VersaHydro gas storage water heater
with heat exchanger for input from six Velux integrated
SHW collectors

Insulation

Roof: 10 in. of Icynene spray-foam; 4 in. rigid polyiso
foam (R-60); Walls: two interwoven layers of polyiso
foam (R-40); Basement: 2 in. closed-cell foam over
foundation; 3.5 in. fiberglass batts in framing

The revamped design retained the home’s original footprint but
added more than 900 square feet of living space, including a full
second story and two home offices on a new third floor. A 6.25 kW
grid-tied PV system and six-collector solar hot water system provide
up to 60% of the home’s annual energy and hot water needs.

Windows

Paradigm triple-paned, low-e argon-filled (U-value = 0.2)

Lighting

CFLs

Miscellaneous

Energy Star appliances

Air-quality
features

Lifebreath heat recovery ventilator: 190 ECM, 88%
efficiency, installed through AHU & central duct system

Other green
features

Rain barrels from rain leaders with overflow to ground

The climate in Quincy is challenging, with cold winters and hot,
humid summers. Air conditioning was a requirement. Hydronic floor
heating was installed in both the basement and first story; a hydroair system heats the rest of the house. The heating is from a trifuel
system: in solar-thermal mode, the gas is “locked out,” regardless of
outside temperature.
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The THC total energy consumption threshold was determined at
11,522 kWh per year, which includes grid electricity and natural
gas (converted from Btu). To put this in perspective, similarly sized
homes in the area use an average of 70,000 kWh per year. The Halls
monitored their energy usage from July 2011 to July 2012—the fossil
fuel consumed totaled 8,936 kWh, or 77% of the threshold.

Rebates &
incentives

National Grid DER program: $40,000 plus $10,000 for
meeting THC threshold; Electricity from grid at set rate
of $0.11 per kWh for 20 years

Certifications &
awards

National Grid DER (2011); ACI 1000 Home Challenge
(2012); NESEA Pro Tour (2012)
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ENERGY STAND-OUT
in Austin, Texas

Tonalacalli has been featured on both the
Cool House Tour and the Hill Country Tour;
the couple also host many informal groups,
including teachers and journalists. Despite
the awards and accolades, Treviño insists
the house could be even greener. If she
could do anything differently, she would
have built a smaller house, and built it out of
Hebel block exclusively.

Plenty of thermal mass, deep porch
overhangs, and quality windows help this
Texas Hill Country house keep its cool
during sultry summers.
Courtesy Environment Associates

W

hen Laurel Treviño and husband Carlos Torres-Verdin
moved to Austin in 1999, southwest Austin was still “in
the country.” Not anymore. But in an area exploding with
“little boxes” organized in subdivisions, their home stands out as a
more sustainable model.
Treviño had nursed the dream of building a green house for three
decades, influenced by books like The Barefoot Architect, and
inspired by outings to rural “eco-homes.” It was on a Cool House
Tour that the couple met architect LaVerne Williams and learned
about Hebel aerated autoclaved concrete (AAC) blocks. Treviño
originally wanted to build with straw bale or adobe, but decided
against these materials because of the labor involved.
One of the first Leadership in Energy Efficient Design (LEED) certified
homes in the nation, Tonalacalli (“house of sun and water”) uses
passive and active solar, insulation, thermal mass, and quality
glazing to achieve its energy efficiency. A 3.3 kW batteryless gridtied PV system offsets almost of the home’s electricity, and a twocollector solar hot water system provides most of their water heating.
The AAC blocks balance thermal mass and insulation, decreasing
temperature swings inside the home. Deep porches and eaves
help keep the hot summer sun at bay, while well-placed operable
windows funnel summertime breezes through the house, reducing
the couple’s reliance on mechanical cooling. Despite the legendary
Texas summers, they use their air conditioner only intermittently in
the summer months, and rely on ceiling fans, and cross and stack
ventilation to cool the home. During colder months, passive solar
lowers the heating demand.
The house is not connected to city water and there’s no well; instead,
5,500 square feet of roof feed rainwater to three 10,000-gallon
cisterns. Treviño says several of their neighbors have rainwater
collection systems, too, in part because wells are drying up and
droughts are severe and unpredictable.
Tonalacalli features local materials, from the clay plaster to the
exterior stonework. Much of the interior wood came from trees onsite. Peeled eastern cedar logs formed the exposed columns; stair
risers were crafted from local mesquite; stair railings, fencing, and
decking came from mountain juniper harvested on site.

Tonalacalli
Tour

Hill Country Solar Tour

Owners

Laurel Treviño & Carlos Torres-Verdin

Designer

Environment Associates, LaVerne Williams, Principal,
AIA, LEED AP • environmentassoc.com

Builder

Custom Building Inc.

Project location

Golden, Radiance & Ila Creek, Texas (near Austin)

Date completed

2007

Type of residence

Single-family home

Square feet

3,080, plus 200 for greenhouse & 400 for carport/shed

Construction
method & materials

Concrete slab; Hebel block & mortar (first floor);
conventional wood framing (half story) with Hardiplank siding; metal roof

Passive solar

Long east-west axis; deep overhangs; deep porches;
well-insulated metal roof to minimize heat gain; cross
& stack ventilation by placing windows & doors in
path of prevailing winds

RE system

3.3. kW batteryless grid-tied system (Sharp modules;
Fronius inverter)

Heating

Wood-burning furnace provides supplemental heat

Cooling

2 Trane HVAC units (XL 1400, 15 SEER efficiency)
with AirCycler; ceiling fans; cross & stack ventilation
in fall & spring

Water heating

2 Tinox SHW collectors; 80-gallon electric water heater

Insulation

Walls: AAC block; spray foam in wood-framed
second story; Ceiling: spray foam

Windows

Pella double-paned, low-e casement-style

Lighting

Natural daylighting; CFLs or fluorescent tubes; solar
outdoor lights

Miscellaneous

Energy Star appliances

Air-quality features

Detached carport; low- or no-VOC adhesives &
sealants; paints comply with Green Seal Standard
GS-11; no carpet

Other green features

Rainwater collection with three 10,000-gal. cisterns &
filtration (includes UV filter); on-site sewage treatment;
clothesline; vegetable gardens; mostly native or
drought-tolerant plants; compost; pervious driveway

Certifications &
awards

5-star rating, Austin Green Building Program;
certified LEED Platinum, U.S. Green Building Council;
Energy-Star Qualified Home (EPA)
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solar tours
Last year, NESEA teamed up with EnergySage to create
a web page for every project featured on the consumer
tour. Users could filter projects by location, manufacturers,
mechanical systems, and other features, guiding themselves
on a virtual tour of the homes. Braude says ASES hopes
to adopt a similar template to facilitate such tours, though
she’s careful to point out that a virtual tour can never take
the place of physically visiting a property and talking with
homeowners, builders, and architects.
In 2012, NESEA also hosted a special “Pro Tour” for
building tradespeople, consisting of three Boston-area projects
participating in National Grid’s pilot Deep Energy Retrofit
program (see “Quincy DER” profile). “The architects and builders
associated with each project were on site to speak, practitioner
to practitioner,” says Jennifer Marrapese, NESEA’s executive
director. Participants could even earn continuing education
credits through the American Institute of Architects (AIA).

Courtesy Laurel Treviño

continued from page 68

Highperformance
materials like
this aerated
autoclaved
concrete block
can contribute
greatly to a
home’s overall
energy efficiency
(see profile on
page 73).

A THOUSAND PATHS TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Can a thousand examples of extreme home energy reductions
catalyze a movement? Linda Wigington, founder of Affordable
Comfort Inc. (ACI), thinks so. ACI developed the Thousand Home
Challenge (THC), an initiative to drive a revolution in residential
energy conservation.
“The THC seeks to show what’s possible in [home energy savings],”
says Wigington. “We know what needs to be done, but we need
demonstrations of how to do it.” The goal? To recruit homeowners
willing to reduce energy consumption in their existing homes by 70%
to 90%, documenting the process along the way so others can follow
in their footsteps.
Homeowners seeking to shrink their home’s energy footprint can
apply to participate via the THC website. Although ACI doesn’t provide
financial support, the nonprofit offers tools and resources to help
participants meet the program’s standards. Of course, homeowners
implementing energy-saving projects reap the ongoing benefits of
reduced utility bills and, often, improved thermal comfort in their
homes.
The THC offers two energy-reduction paths. Option A requires a 75%
verifiable reduction in annual energy use based on 12 to 18 months
of recent utility bills. Those without access to past energy-use data,
and low-energy-use households seeking even deeper reductions. can
choose Option B, which factors in climate, occupancy, heating fuel
source, and floor area to calculate a unique threshold for each project.
This number represents the sum of four categories of demands—
heating, cooling, water heating, and “everything else”—for a highperformance house, measured in kilowatt-hours per year. Participants
must verify they’ve met the threshold through 12 months of utility bills
or other documentation.
About 80 projects are taking the Challenge before the program officially
launches, including 19 that have formally met their thresholds. Not
surprisingly, many of the projects are in Massachusetts and California.
California utility company PG&E supported ACI’s efforts to develop
the Challenge. Incentives for renewables, while not directly tied to
the THC, make participating a little more affordable. National Grid,
Massachusetts’ utility company, actively promoted the Challenge
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by offering an additional $10,000 to the incentives already available
through its pilot Deep Energy Retrofit (DER) program.
The Quincy house (see profile) took advantage of National Grid
incentive, but a project doesn’t have to be a DER to meet the
Challenge. Wigington cites one project in a mild climate for which
the major expense was $50 on energy monitors and plastic for the
windows. The main tool was behavior modification, which lowered
energy use substantially. She says the emphasis on behavior
modification and community solutions—along with improved efficiency
and incorporation of renewable energy technologies—distinguish the
THC from programs like LEED and Passive House. She also sees
the Challenge as an opportunity for people hailing from different
philosophical camps to learn from each other.
Homeowner Ward Lutz heard about the Challenge and hoped to
reduce his carbon footprint by remodeling his small Ohio bungalow.
Inspired by Passive House standards, he started with the “20:40:60”
rule (R-values for foundation, walls, and attic), doing most of the
work himself on a tight budget. Lutz’s new and improved envelope
and willingness to live with cooler indoor temperatures—60°F to
65°F in the winter—enabled close to an 89% reduction in heating
energy use. His is one of the first projects to officially meet the
targeted threshold.
ACI hopes to collect a range of projects representing a variety of
climates, structures, approaches, and budgets, and welcomes
projects that already meet the Challenge. The goal of the THC is to
“contribute to momentum” by inspiring others.
Lutz officially met his home’s targeted threshold after his first round
of energy-use reductions. He has since added a 3.5 kW grid-tied
PV system and a heat-pump water heater (see “Heat-Pump Water
Heaters” in this issue). His home has produced more energy than it
used for the last two years.
“That’s been one of the real surprises,” says Wigington. “People that meet
the threshold keep going further. It stimulates an appetite to do more.”
Interested in taking the THC?
thousandhomechallenge.com.
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solar tours
Get Your Tour On

TM

Like Marilyn
Pedretti
(see page
71), many
solar tour
participants
are pioneers,
leading
the way to
creating more
sustainable
buildings.

Courtesy Marilyn Pedretti

Many registered tours aren’t as well-established and independent
as NESEA’s GBOH or Portland’s BIG tour, so Braude lends
special support to individuals and small organizations that want
to participate in the tour for the first time.
“People will call to ask, ‘This looks like a great event;
how can I get my house on it?’” says Braude, who offers tips
from her own experience hosting local tours. She encourages
individuals to join forces with other people in the community
who have solar installations; after all, larger tours potentially
attract more visitors.
“Today, ASES’s main role is to provide a website for
everyone to post their tours, descriptions, and location
maps,” says Braude. ASES also provides marketing materials.
Tour guides, shipped free of charge to anyone who registers
a tour, include basic information on solar energy and energy
efficiency, as well as information about ASES chapters. ASES
will also provide NST yard signs and promotional posters.
Though the NST has changed over the years, its mission
remains essentially the same. “The purpose of the tour is to
accelerate the sustainable energy economy,” says DiGrazia.
This is accomplished through education: direct opportunities
to talk with homeowners, builders, solar energy installers,
and other energy-efficiency experts—not only about the
technology, but about the cost of installation, availability of
incentives, and leasing programs.

Access
Freelance writer Juliet Grable (julietgrable@yahoo.com) got hooked on
solar tours after attending her local tour—the Rogue Valley Green +
Solar Tour—last year. She frequently writes about sustainable building.

a ray of light for affordable solar solutions

TM

Solar inverters from Delta
The heart of your PV system

Save $50
on orders of $1500
or more for Delta
solar inverters
use coupon code
HOMEPOWER upon
checkout
Coupon expires August 31, 2013
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SOLIVIA 2.5 TR - 2.5 kW
SOLIVIA 3.3 TR - 3.3 kW
SOLIVIA 4.4 TR - 4.4 kW
SOLIVIA 5.0 TR - 5.0 kW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full power output up to 122 °F (50 °C)
Wide DC voltage window for varied installation types
A low start up voltage and wide MPP tracking
Lightweight for easy mounting
10+ years of global deployment
Designed in Germany
NEMA 4 enclosure
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